
GCSE Geography- Guidance- OCR B Geography

Key Dates and Times- Final Exams
Date Tuesday 28th June Thursday 7th July

Time 1 hour 1 hour 30 mins

Exam Physical and Human
Geography

Geographical Exploration

Topics Distinctive Landscapes
Urban Futures
Dynamic Development
UK in the 21st Century

Synoptic paper- geographical skills and
understanding taught throughout the course.
You will be given a resource booklet which you need
to analyse in order to answer the questions.

Marks
Available

52 60

Recommended Online Revision Resources.
Quizlet Sets  - a great way to learn and
practice key terms and case-specific details.
https://quizlet.com/BMSGeographyGCSE

GCSE Pod- a brilliant resource where you can
watch and listen to videos to help aid revision
(I really recommend this one!)

https://members.gcsepod.com/content?subjec
t_id=6016&exam_board_id=1046

https://members.gcsepod.com/shared/playlist
s/playlist/4951688?sso=google

Seneca Revision  - a website with simple, short
tasks to help with key content
https://app.senecalearning.com/dashboard/jo
in-class/yc3f3yv9zt

Additional Revision Resources can also be
found on students’ Google Classroom. This
includes your revision workbooks for Dynamic
Development, Distinctive Landscapes and
Urban Futures! We update these all the time!

Revision List.
On Google Classroom, There is a list of every topic needed. This is now complete.
Use this document as a checklist- once you have revised a topic, check it o� using the column on
the right hand side.

Practice Questions:
This document gives a list of potential questions which could come up in an exam. This will help
with practice and also to prepare for the type of questions which may appear.

Revision Guides
Our recommended student revision guide is CGP’s OCR B- Complete Revision and Practice. This
can be purchased online through sellers such as Amazon, however there are a few copies
available to purchase through the school via SIMS pay.

Message us if you have any questions!

Kate Tracey- Head of Geography: ktracey@blatchingtonmill.org.uk
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